
why exactly it did not ‘fit in’. The British
Government’s view, with some reason, ten years
ago was also that planners should not get involved
in design issues.

There has, however, been a growing awareness
that the relationship between development projects
and adjacent areas has not been addressed. The
schemes that were gaining planning permission
hitherto were inward looking and did not take into
account wider issues, such as the qualities of the
environment which make it both enjoyable and safe
to use throughout a twenty-four-hour day. Housing
schemes, for example, were based on the home as
a defended space. The cul-de-sac attained prime
position as a desired residential layout, following
closely many of the points identified in The New
Essex Design Guide.1 This led inevitably to layouts
with high defensive walls around the perimeter. The
entrance roads were often marked by rumble strips
and sleeping policemen, while areas at the edge of
the site were places in which no one felt safe when
walking. This has been further exacerbated by the
document from the police on crime prevention by
design, which has taken a very defensive approach
to residential layout.2 However, these residential
layouts have sold well in the past and still sell well.
The house builders, therefore, are meeting certain
needs of many prospective buyers. These unimagina-
tive schemes by house developers have proved to
be a tried and trusted recipe with which to circum-
vent obstructive planners. Such housing areas still
litter the towns, cities and countryside. They have
left a legacy of increasing car dependency, a massive
use of valuable greenfield sites, an increased fear of
crime and a lack of vitality in our towns and cities.

Prince Charles initiated discussion about design
with his open criticism of architects and planners
and their unimaginative approach to design in the
city. He made the obvious point that since we have
managed to create lovely places in the past we can,
therefore, produce a better environment with
greater vision now. His support led to the develop-
ment of the Urban Villages Forum in 1992 which is

working to create mixed-use urban developments
on a sustainable scale and is making the case for a
more people-friendly environment. There is also a
growing awareness of the city as a work of art:
‘Those who develop prime sites must not be
allowed to focus on their own problem and we
need to know how they will contribute to the City
as a work of Art’.3 The development of urban design
has provided an intellectual bridge for architects
and planners, permitting each profession to view
development from a new and different perspective.

The attitude of the British Government has
gradually changed: a greater emphasis is now being
placed on urban design. Various planning policy
guidance documents and circulars have been
produced to encourage better urban design with
less emphasis being given to the use of the car.
These include Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) 6
and 13 and more recently 1. PPG1 now places the
emphasis firmly on urban design, giving local
authorities the power to ask for an assessment of
surrounding areas and buildings.4

There have also been initiatives by English
Partnerships who, in 1996, produced a booklet
Time for Design, Good Practice in Building,
Landscape and Urban Design.5 More recently,
English Partnerships have teamed up with the
Urban Villages Forum and will be contributing over
£50 million to various schemes throughout the
country which aim to develop areas of mixed use
on previously derelict land. This will clearly stimu-
late the attention of local authorities, who have
seen financial resources diminishing over the past
years, and will also stimulate an increase in compe-
tition for limited funds.

IMPOVERISHED LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Local authorities for a number of years have been
trying to resist monotonous and bland development.
However, to date there has been little support from
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the Government. Most authorities are desperately
underfunded and therefore fear refusing permission
for major developments which might bring
resources to the area. Local authorities, in addition,
cannot afford more than a limited number of Public
Inquiries or Planning Appeals per year. Such
Appeals and Inquiries can result in substantial costs
being awarded against an authority. It is not surpris-
ing, therefore, that local authorities try wherever
possible to avoid costly public hearings. In order to
improve design advice and reduce the possibility of
expensive conflict with developers some city author-
ity planners form a close working alliance with
architects and urban designers. This is also, in part,
a response to the emphasis now placed on Urban
Design. The expert advice received from qualified
professionals in the fields of urban design and archi-
tecture lends more weight to negotiations with
developers to improve the quality of urban design
in preparing projects. The benefits of this imagina-
tive approach to teamwork between the professions
are beginning to emerge in the form of more sensi-
tive development. This design team approach is
appropriate for all types of development from a
change of use application to major projects.

There has been little development and construc-
tion by local authorities in recent years since their
finance has been depleted. It is still expected by
landowners, developers and the general public that
local government should continue to provide all the
ancillary services for housing developments. This
includes not only the maintenance of existing
services but also the provision of new services such
as new parks, schools, community facilities, leisure
centres and any other requirements of the local
community. This service expectation has a revenue
implication for the local authority. When a local
authority develops its own land it is assumed that
all the capital realized from the sale is at the
disposal of the local authority. However, at present
the local authority will only be allowed to spend 50
per cent of any financial gain resulting from devel-
opment. There is the expectation that the local

authority will provide facilities in the neighbour-
hood where the land sale takes place, an assump-
tion that is misplaced. All local government spend-
ing involves deciding priorities in the allocation of
public money which is likely to involve a political
decision based on need across the whole of the
particular local authority.

These tighter financial constraints under which
local government operates has led to the develop-
ment of planning gain or betterment. Planning gain
operates primarily through what has come to be
known as the Section 106 process. Local authorities
can no longer provide many of the services
required to make a community function and so it is
incumbent upon planners to co-ordinate negotia-
tions with developers in an attempt to get necessary
services provided as part of the development. This
makes the process of planning lengthier and enables
developers to negotiate with a number of authori-
ties in an effort to develop land where the planning
requirements are less stringent.

There is in developers’ negotiations an emerging
view that development opportunities should be
seized wherever they arise, provided the public is
consulted at every stage. Opportunities may arise
throughout the development process and may take
a number of different forms; the submission of a
planning application which may lead to negotiations
for improvements both on and off the site in terms
of uses, links, vitality, mix of uses; the development
of written advice and guidance for sites; the applica-
tion of funding from organizations such as City
Challenge, Single Regeneration Budget, Capital
Challenge, Lottery Funding, English Partnerships or
Urban Villages Forum; or through Planning Gain, as
already mentioned.

IDENTIFYING SITES

All too often site development and its integration
into the surrounding urban structure is limited by
individual land holdings. Although local authorities
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